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The DeLORo project: Deep Learning for Old 
Romanian

• Build a technology able to decipher old printed-and-uncial Cyrillic-Romanian 
documents and transliterate them into Latin characters

• Offer this technology to: researchers in digital humanities, linguists, specialists 
in different domains, librarians, publishers, students and professors in 
universities, bring old Cyrilic-Romanian documents in the attention of today 
readers



Print, good quality pages

Apostol românesc, Brașov, 
1563, print by Coresi 

Facsimiles: Gabriela Dumitrescu, BAR



Uncials, clean pages

Codicele Voronețean (The 
Voroneț Codex), a copy of a 
translation from Slavic, 
containing fragments of the 
New Testament, 85 clean 
folios + a deteriorated one. 

Facsimiles: Gabriela Dumitrescu, BAR



ROCC – the Romanian Old Cyrillic Corpus

A collection of documents classified on more criteria: ROCC-dwa-cp-z-t:
■ d – difficulty level (easy-1, medium-2, difficult-3) 
■ w – writing type (print-p, uncial-u, manuscript with ligatures-m)
■ a – annotation level (original-o, annotated by experts-m, automatically aligned and interpreted-a)
■ c – century (XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX)
■ p – period of 50 years inside the century (the first 50 years-1, the last 50 years-2)
■ z – zone (Romanian Moldova-M, Bessarabia-B, Walachia-W, Transylvania-T)
■ t – is there an attached transcription in the Latin alphabet? (yes-y, no-n)

As such: ROCC-1po-XIX1-M-n signifies a printed page displaying clean and relatively regular fonts, un-
annotated original, from the second half of the XIXth century, created in Moldova, without an attached 
transcription.



Balance of ROCC

Planned target to acquire (annotated documents):
● minimum 120 pages per 50 years period:
○ 60 prints, 60 uncials
=> 120 pages * 8 periods = 960 pages

BUT: 
- very few documents from the first period (1500 – 1549)
- Cyrillics are scarce in Romanian provinces in the last period (1850 – 1899); our study 
will stop at the year 1862



Metadata at document level

Automatically absorbed 
from the XML record of 
the library 

Source: Marilena Bănică, BAR



The hunger for data
● AI models learn from data, same as humans learn from living experience

○ Data = annotated examples, showing experts’ opinions over different instances (how 
does an expert decrypts in Latin different occurrences of Cyrillic characters in different 
contexts)

○ These data are not easy to get
○ sources of supplementary data: critical editions of old documents, or transcriptions produced by 

experts 



OOCIAT: 
the Online Old Cyrillic Image Annotation Tool 

● Interactive, collaborative
● Allowing expert annotation as well as low skilled
● Page-level acquisition of metadata: noise degree, marginal and 

interlinear writing
● Marking of objects 
● Content deciphering



Design and implementation: Cristian Pădurariu

OOCIAT – the Online Old Cyrillic 
Image Annotation Tool 



OOCIAT: annotating objects and their content
initial- letter line

letter

ornament

Primary textual objects:
● <title>
● <column> => L, R
● <line>
● <character>
Secondary textual objects:
● <modifier>
● <marginal-string> 
● <interlinear-string>
● <initial-letter>
● <reference-mark-on-margin> 
● <reference-mark-above-line> 
Graphical objects
● <frontispiece>
● <ornament>
● <accolade> 
● <frame> 

title



OOCIAT: an annotation session



STILL…

● The annotation process is expensive, tedious, takes a lot of time…
● It needs highly qualified people able to correctly interpret Cyrillics è we decided 

to use also non-experts as annotators
● The density of letters is highly unequal…
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The first guess: only these 
letters will receive enough 

data to obtain good 
recognition rates… 

Density of letters



How to deal with the scarcity 
and the unequal distribution of data?

Envisioned solution:
TRAIN INITIALLY ON HIGLY RANKED LETTERS RESULTED FROM MANUAL 

ANNOTATION �
repeat the following loop on pairs <image-of-a-page, transcribed-text>:

RECOGNISE HIGLY RANKED LETTERS ON THE IMAGE �
LOCATE THESE LETTERS ON THE TRANSCRIBED LATIN TEXT (by pattern 

matching character labels at relative distances one to the other) �
RETAIN ONLY LETTERS PLACED AT A SMALL DISTANCE ONE TO THE OTHER 

WITH THE SAME LENGTH OF THE INTERPOSED LETTERS (in the image and the text) �
ALIGN THE INNER CHARACTERS IN THESE SEQUENCES (image against label) �
è GET MORE DATA ON LOWER RANKED LETTERS �
RETRAIN… a.s.o.



How to augment the collection of pairs 
<character_image, label>: align what you can and infer 

the rest
FRAMES OF 
UNLABELED 
CHARACTERS

The image

The text



Our manually concluded tests so far…

● 1 page with 775 characters… 
○ out of which: 702 detected (as frames of characters)

● The first set of trusting characters: u (48), t (40), a (27), f (12) => 127 occurrences in all
● Possible alignments at an intermediate distance in the interval [1,5]: 9 => all identified, 

but 2 ignored (due to differences in the number of intermediate chars – for instance, a 
final soft i is not transcribed)



Conclusions

● Net gain on a page: 8 characters (approx. 1%)
● We have 336 transcribed pages only è on average, we could achieve max. 3.700 

instances of characters with this approach on the data we have…

● We need:
○ more transcribed texts
○ much more manually annotated data, including by non experts
○ help from linguistic methods: guessing words and missing characters
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Thank you!


